
SPEED POST/FAX
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN

18, INSTUTITIONAL AREA
SHA.HID JEET SINGH MARG

NEW DELHI-110602

No.F.1 -1/2006-07JKVS(HQ)(Estt-II), Dated : 12.4.2010

The Assistant Commissioner
Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan
All Regional Offices.

Subject: Amendment in certain Paras of Transfer Guidelines w.e.f. 14.3.2006- regarding.

Sir/Madam,
I am to invite your attention to the subject cited above and to inform you that in view of

the experiences gathered in the implementation of transfer guidelines and following the spirit of
instructions of the Govt.of India on posting of spouse together the following Paras of Transfer
Guidelines effective from 14.3.2006 stand amended with immediate effect as approved by the
com etent authority:

S Existing Provision as per Transfer
Guidelines w.e.f. 14.3.2006

Amendments as

1 Para 2. DEFINITIONS Para 2. DEFINITIONS

(1) In these guidelines unless the (1) In these guidelines unless the context
context otherwise requires: otherwise requires:

"Category whose Dislocation will be "Category whose Dislocation will be
Avoided (CDA)" means persons falling in Avoided (CDA)" means persons falling in

one or more of the following categories: - one or more of the following categories: -

n 'MDG', as defined in Clause (viii) 'MDG', as defined in Clause (viii).

n 'DSP', as defined in Clause (iv) and n 'DSP', as defined in Clause (iv)and who
who have been transferred on ground of have been transferred on ground of DSP
DSP in the last three years as on 31st in the last three years as on 31" March of

March of year. year.

n 'LTR', as defined in Clause (vii), `LTR', as defined in Clause (vii),

n Physically challenged employees, as n Physically challenged employees, as

defined in Clause (x), defined in Clause (x),

n Employee whose spouse is also a KVS n Employee whose spouse is in KVS,
employee and is posted at the same Central/State Govt and Autonomous
station, 'and body or PSU of Central/State Govt. and

n President/General Secretary of
posted in same Station or nearby station.

recognized service associations of KVS, n President/General Secretary of
who are also members of JCM. recognized service associations of KVS,

who are also members of JCM. and

n An employee who joined present station
on request transfer after completing a
tenure in priority area KVs but not
completed three years of stay at the
present Station as on 30uh June of the
year.
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Para 12.4 Posting with an Employee
Spouse

As far as practicable, request for transfer to
join an employee spouse, either at the same
station or at a nearby station, shall be
considered and for this reason specific
entitlement points have been provided in
Para 13. In the event of a tie among the
same category of spouses, lady employee
would be given preference over male
employee, and inter-se priority among
different categories shall be as follows:

Category of employee Priority

spouse
1 Where spouse is a I

Sangathan employee
2 Where spouse is a Central II

Govt. employee
3 Where spouse is an III

employee of an
autonomous body or PSU
under the Central Govt.

4 Where spouse is an IV
employee of a State Govt
or its autonomous body or
PSU

5 Spouse working in an V
organization other than ,1-4
above

NOTE: - For 'Spouse Cases' the aforesaid
priority will be considered only where the
teacher seeks transfer to a station (a) other
than the one where he is currently posted,

and (b) where the employed spouse is
posted either at the desired station or a
nearby station.

Para 12 .4 Posting with an Employee

Spouse

(i) In the first instance, only the cases of

Inter-regional transfer received from the
employees for posting on "Spouse Ground"
will be considered against clear vacancies or
by displacing an employee of the same
category(post/subject), who has completed
more than 10 years of service (As on 3151

March of the year) in the same post at that

station and does not belong to exempted
category of employees for transfer (CDA Catg).
ii) After completing inter region spouse
posting, intra region spouse transfer will be
done by the Assistant Commissioner of the
region following the same procedure.
Request of those who are accommodated
under spouse transfer will be deleted from the
computer data base, vacancy position will be

updated and transfer process for PCGR
onwards will be carried out as per the
existing guidelines . The remaining cases of
request transfers of other employees shall be
considered afterwards.

iii) While considering posting on spouse
ground the priority will be determined on the
basis of employee status of the spouse in the
following order:

Category of employee spouse Priori

1 KVS employee I
2

--
Central Govt. employee II

3 3 Employee of an autonomous
body or PSU under the Central
Govt.

III

4 Employee of a State Govt or its
autonomous body or PSU

IV

iv) In the event of a tie among the same
category of spouses, lady employee would
be given preference over male employee.

v) The displacement of teachers will take
place in decreasing order of station seniority,
the senior most on that station will be
displaced first. In case of non-availability of
displacee with more than 10 years of stay at
the station, the request will not be
considered in that year.
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vi) For `spouse cases' the aforesaid
priority will be considered only where the
employee seeks transfer to a station where
the employed spouse is posted either at the
desired station or a nearby station and it is.
also restricted to the cases of employment
of spouse in KVS, Central/State Govt and
autonomous body or PSU of Central/State
Govt only.

vii) An employee whose spouse is
posted at the same station shall be classified
in a category exempted from transfer till the
date his or her spouse employee is not
transferred out of station or leaves the job.
She/he has to furnish a certificate to this
effect from the employer of her/his spouse
on 1st January every year to his/her
controlling authority . However, no immunity
will be provided to spouse cases for
administrative ground transfer to priority
areas/administrative transfers based on
disciplinary action.

viii) In cases where spouse is working in
Private Sector other than four categories (1
to 4) of employee spouse mentioned in sub-
para (iii) above entitlement points 10 will be
awarded as per existing guidelines.

ix) The employee, who will be displaced
due to the above provision will be posted as
per the provisions of para 15.1 of the
existing transfer guidelines.

3. Para 15. SECOND PRIORITY LIST: Para 15. SECOND PRIORITY LIST:

INTER-REGIONAL... TRANSFERS OF INTER-REGIONAL TRANSFERS OF

PERSONS IN PCGR CATEGORY BY PERSONS IN PCGR CATEGORY BY

DISPLACEMENT OF OTHERS AND DISPLACEMENT OF OTHERS AND
CERTAIN CONSEQUENTIAL TRANSFERS CERTAIN CONSEQUENTIAL

TRANSFERS

15.1 Where transfer is sought by a teacher 15.1 Where transfer is sought by a teacher

coming under PCGR and no vacancy is coming under PCGR and no vacancy is

available at the station of his choice, available at the station of his choice, required

required vacancy will - be created by vacancy will be created by displacing a

displacing a teacher of the same category teacher of the same category (post/subject)

(post/subject) with longest stay at the said with longest stay at the said station , and not

station , and not belonging to CDA. belonging to CDA. However, nobody shall

However, nobody shall be displaced in this be displaced in this manner, as far as

manner, as far as possible , before possible , before completing a tenure of three

completing a tenure of three years. If no years. If no non-CDA category employee

non-CDA category employee with more with more than 3 years ' tenure is not

than 3 years' tenure is not available at the available at the station of first choice of a

station of first choice of a PCGR category PCGR category employee, the exercise will

emp loyee, the exercise will be done for be done for locating such a person at stations
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locating such a person at stations of his
second , third and lower choices, in that
order. If no non-CDA employee with more
than 3 years ' tenure is available at any of the
stations of choice , the non-CDA employee
with longest . tenure out of all the preferred
stations taken together, will be displaced.
The displaced teacher will be
accommodated against available nearby
vacancy as far as possible within the
region . The resultant vacancies arising out
of transfers orders as per first priority list,
will be used to accommodate non-PCGR
category . requests , who could not be
accommodated in the first priority list, to the
extent possible.

Further, a teacher who has completed
tenure in priority area and wants to come to
his/her choice place in the priority area, may
be transferred on request by displacing the
senior most teacher (in the manner as stated
above) at the station in case of non
availability of vacancy at his/her choice
station . This will be applicable to both intra
and inter region transfers . The request of the
displace for modification to A he choice
places will be considered ' against the
vacancies arising up to 30"' November of the
year.

However, the stay of displace , who comes
back/called back to the station from where
displaced before completion of three months
of active service will remain uninterrupted.

of his second , third and lower choices , in that
order . If no non-CDA employee with more
than 3 years ' tenure is available at any of the
stations of choice , the non-CDA employee
with longest tenure out of all the preferred
stations taken together, will be displaced. The
displaced teacher will be accommodated
against available nearby vacancy as far as
possible within the region . The resultant
vacancies arising out of transfers orders as
per first priority list, will be used to
accommodate non-PCGR category
requests , who could not be accommodated in
the first priority list, to the extent possible.

Further, a teacher who has completed tenure
in priority area and wants to come to his/her
choice place in the priority area, may be
transferred on request by displacing the
senior most teacher (in the manner as stated
above) at the station in case of non
availability of vacancy at his/her choice
station . This will be applicable to both intra
and inter region transfers . The request of the
displace for modification to the choice places
will be considered against the vacancies
arising up to 30 'h November of the year.

"Station seniority of an employee, who is
transferred either on displacement or on
request to another station and comes back to
the same previous station without completing
a period of 3 years of service , will be counted
from the date of his earlier posting excluding
the period of stay outside".

2. All other paras of the existing transfer guidelines remain the same.
3. The above amendments in the transfer guidelines will be given effect during the Annual Request

transfer of 20.10-11.
4. The details of the amended Paras have been uploaded on KVS Website.
5. You are requested to circulate the same to all Kendriya Vidyalayas under your region as a part of

the Transfer guidelines.

ours faithfully,

(Dr.(Smt .)V.Vijayalakshmi)
. Joint Commissioner(Admn.) I/C
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Copy to:
1. PS to Hon'ble HRM & Chairman, KVS, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi.
2. PPS to Education Secretary(S&HE), Ministry of HRD, Shastri Bhawan,•New

Delhi.
3. PS to Joint Secretary(SE) & Vice Chairman, KVS, Ministry of HRD, Shastri

Bhawan, New Delhi.
4. PS to Commissioner, KVS(HQ), New Delhi
5. All Deputy Commissioners, KVS(HQ), NeW Delhi.
6. All Officers, KVS(HQ), New Delhi.
7. All Directors, ZIET, KVS.
8. Education Officer(EDP Cell), KVS(HQ), New Delhi for uploading the aforesaid

amendments in the Transfer guidelines of the KVS Website.
9. All General Secretaries of KVS recognized Associations.
10. Guard file.

Joint Commissioner(Admn.) I/C
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